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Moon 
evening dresses, shantung silk, 2017/2018 collection 
The collection consists of 6 dresses, cover dresses are also available. The 

collection is unique, available in EU sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 41, 44. For 

collection, dry cleaning is recommended. 
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Birds of light and shadows 

Based on scientific research of social performance, the collection is discovering 
woman’s new identity, dignity and hidden aspects of her beauty. The circle is 
the basic cut of the collection, with the circle being a symbol of women’s 
consciousness, identity and self. The variety of silhouettes, given by the circle 
pattern influence their final character. 
Creasing is continuing to spread throughout the collection, announcing 
absorption and  integrity in a new identity. Visually it forms silhouettes of 
wings and changing colors. Silver and golden strings announce the 
identification of self-potential. Red, the color of life, creation, blood and 
restoration, is dancing through the light and shadows of a chaotic world. 
Violet, the color of transformation is leading the way.
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Production of Birds of light and shadows, was made in Atelje Princ, Ljubljana. It was presented 

at Fashion Week in Ljubljana, Slovenia.  Colors: White, red, gold, silver, lavender, violet, black.



Princess of my Temples

Princess of my temples is a collection of multidimensional identity of a woman.

Colors: white, gold, silver, white off, copper, vanilla.

Materials: combinations of various materials, satin, silk, organza, cotton, lace… 

Capsule collection: 2 dresses, 2 trousers, 2 tops, 3 skirts, 1 corset, 2 bags.  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Thematic collections:  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Inside view  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Process of collections… creation…
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Weddings…unique postmodern
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in the press… 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Look Book Fall / Winter 2013 kolekcije 
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travel collection
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